We present the Mathematica package E6Tensors, a tool for explicit tensor calculations in E 6 gauge theories. In addition to matrix expressions for the group generators of E 6 , it provides structure constants, various higher rank tensors and expressions for the representations 27, 78, 351 and 351 ′ . This paper comes along with a short manual including physically relevant examples. I further give a complete list of gauge invariant, renormalisable terms for superpotentials and Lagrangians.
Introduction
The exceptional Lie group E 6 may be a suitable candidate for describing fundamental symmetries in particle physics [1] . In the discussion of E 6 , most authors rely on abstract group theoretic methods. Besides, there is a paper by Kephart and Vaughn [2] that describes the generators of E 6 in terms of its maximal subgroup SU(3) × SU(3) × SU (3) . In practice, applying these methods may be cumbersome. For writing down Lagrangians and superpotentials of such models it is useful to have explicit expressions for irreducible representations and invariants, preferably in a way suited for computer use. To our knowledge, such a tool is still missing in the literature and the package E6Tensors tries to fill this gap.
Our package provides such explicit expressions for the represenations 27, 78, 351, 351 ′ as well as structure constants and higher rank tensors. E6Tensors enables the user to study Lagrangians and superpotentials including the aforementioned representations explicitly by components. The outline of the paper is the following: In Section 2, we state the transformation law for the fundamental representation 27. From that we construct the matrix expressions for the 78 group generators forming the adjoint representation 78. Then it is possible to compute the (symmetric) structure constants and other properties of the matrix generators. Since higherorder tensors can be built from the tensor products of (anti-)fundamental representations, we derive expressions for the irreducible representations 351 and 351 ′ in Section 3. Section 4 then provides a small manual for the Mathematica package including some remarks and examples.
A summary of possible gauge invariant terms in superpotentials and Lagrangians can be found in Appendix A.
Matrix Expressions for the Group Generators
In [2] , the authors give a prescription how the fundamental representation can be expressed as three 3 × 3 matrices L, M, N and how the group generators act on them. We briefly revise that prescription and point out that we performed the calculations described there using symbolic manipulation in Mathematica. Throughout the paper we use Greek indices for the fundamental representation of E 6 µ, ν, ρ, · · · = 1, . . . , 27.
For the adjoint representation we use Latin indices k, l, m, . . .
For describing E 6 by its maximal subgroup SU(3) C × SU(3) L × SU(3) R we also use the SU(3) indices α, β, γ, . . . = 1, 2, 3.
a, b, c, .
p, q, r, . . . = 1, 2, 3.
A, B, C, . . . = 1, . . . , 8.
Transformation Law of the Fundamental Representation
With respect to its maximal subgroup SU(3) C × SU(3) L × SU(3) R , the fundamental representation of E 6 can be decomposed as
and its adjoint representation can be decomposed as
First, the generators T A of the three SU(3) subgroups corresponding to the first three representations in eq. (8) can be represented by the eight Gell-Mann matrices λ A /2 and their action onto the three matrices (L, M, N) according to eq. (7) can be expressed by
Second, there are the generators T αap andT αap that mediate shifts between the matrices
a is the Kronecker symbol and ε abc the Levi-Civita symbol with ε 123 = ε 123 = 1. With these set of generators an infinitesimal, unitary E 6 transformation reads
In total, u A , v A , w A , x αap , y αap are 78 parameters.
Explicit Matrix Expressions for the Group Generators
We now aim at writing the transformation in eq. (11) with one set of 78 matrices k T and parameters ε k that act on a 27-dimensional vector ψ
For that purpose, we rearrange the transformation parameters and the matrices L, M, N into column vectors in the following way: 
By comparing coefficients in (11) and (12), the 27 × 27 matrices k T can be constructed. To adjust the normalisation and obtain Hermiticity, we perform the following change of basis
The group generators are included in the Mathematica package as an 78 × 27 × 27 dimensional array called E6gen. They obey
This sets the Dynkin index and the quadratic Casimir invariant to C(27) = 3 and
satisfying the well-known identity
for a representation R and the adjoint representation G. In addition to this consistency check, C(27) and C 2 (27) match the same values Kephart and Vaughn state in their paper [2] .
By construction, the generators are ordered in the following way
Therefore, the diagonal generators representing the Cartan subalgebra are
The generators 25 T to 78 T are the shifting operators defined in eq. (10). The structure constants f klm of a Lie Algebra are defined by
Applying the normalisation condition gives
In the Mathematica package they are encoded in the array E6f. As a cross-check we calculated the normalisation to be
which also matches the value in [2] . Since the structure constants are the generators of the adjoint representation, its quadratic Casimir and Dynkin index are
The symmetric structure constants C klm are defined by
This can be rewritten as
Explicit computation then yields
Hence, E 6 GUT models are in general free of chiral anomalies.
Higher Rank Tensors
The transformation laws for fundamental 27, anti-fundamental 27 and adjoint representation 78 are as follows
with Greek indices running from 1 to 27 and Latin indices running from 1 to 78, cf. eq. (1) and eq. (2).
Higher Dimensional Representations
The representations 351, 351 ′ and 650 are included in the tensor products [3]
Therefore, they can be represented as rank-two tensors. Their transformation properties are implicitly given by (30) and (31). For 351 and 351 ′ , we labelled the entries for that tensors χ 1 , . . . , χ 351 and choose them in a way that
ensuring a canonical normalisation of the kinetic term. A comment on this normalisation is given in Appendix B.
351 can be represented by a second rank tensor A µν antisymmetric in its indices. In the Mathematica package it is included as an 27 × 27 dimensional array called E6A. 351 ′ is also a rank two tensor S µν but symmetric in its indices and additionally satisfying 
It is not (yet) included in the package due to its memory usage.
Invariants for the Fundamental Representation
The Kronecker symbol δ µ ν is the most simple way to define a quadratic invariant of a fundamental and an anti-fundamental repesentation
A cubic invariant can be defined in the following way [2] 
The entries of the tensor d µνλ can be obtained by comparing the coefficients of the field components on each side of the equation. It is provided as E6d in the Mathematica package. Together with d µνλ , defined by
it is normalised to
Additionally there are some compound tensors that are used to construct the invariants in Appendix A. A tensor with four indices is
In the package it is called E6D.
There is also a compound tensor carrying five indices:
They are not included in the package to avoid excessive memory usage.
Invariants for the Adjoint Representation
The normalisation condition for the generators can be used to define a quadratic invariant for the adjoint representation φ.
With the structure constants one can form an invariant of three different adjoint representations φ, φ ′ , φ ′′ :
The completely symmetric tensor
in the package is called E6chi and can be used to form an quartic invariant χ
Mixed Invariants
The generators ( k T ) ν µ form a tensor k T ν µ with an adjoint, a fundamental and an anti-fundamental index.
Further, there is a tensor that can be constructed from the anti-commutator and Kronecker symbols
called E6H in the package. Contracting k T ν µ with d νρλ gives the tensor
which is antisymmetric w.r.t. µ ↔ ν and the tensor
which is symmetric w.r.t. µ ↔ ν. They are called E6kA and E6kS, respectively. 
Structure of the Package
E6Tensors.m is a simple text file. It contains the definitions of all tensors as nested lists. In this way, it is very flexible to use: You can write your own functions and procedures that fit the problem you want to solve. As an example, the Pauli matrices would look like {{{0,1},{1,0}},{{0,-I},{I,0}},{{1,0},{0,-1}}}.
The generators E6gen have exactly the same structure. Hence,
is the element in the µ th row and the ν th column of the k th generator. All tensors are listed in Table 1 . There, you can also find their symbolic name, the indices they carry and a short explanation. For instance, E6gen has indices 78, 27, 27 refering to the gauge index k = 1, . . . , 78, the row index µ = 1, . . . , 27 and the column index ν = 1, . . . , 27. The order follows the convention of the Part[] function in Mathematica. Keep in mind that Mathematica does not make any difference between row and column vectors.
Known Issues
It is not recommended to open E6Tensors.m via the graphical frontend of Mathematica. To load it use
instead, where ## refers to the correct path.
Examples
In the download version, there is a notebook examples.nb hat contains some possible applications of the package. It starts with loading E6gen.m and E6d.m which are sufficient for the first examples.
Name Name Indices Comment in [2] δ kl δ ν µ k A µν,λ E6kA 78,27,27,27 antisymmetric in µ, ν
78,27,27,27 symmetric in µ, ν We identify the Standard Model generators among the E 6 generators: By construction, we can choose the gluons to be the first eight generators. The generators of SU(2) L can then be defined as
and hypercharge as
There are two additional U(1) charges, which we can define by
In this basis, there is a singlet in the fundamental representation for Y ′ and Y ′′ each.
The generators for SU(2) R can be defined as
and B − L as
As a first check, we can write the fundamental representation as a list of field names and show their quantum numbers in a table. We also check for the GUT normalisation of the U(1) charges and the correct commutation relation for SU(2) L , SU(2) R and Y .
In a next step, we use d µνλ to write down the trilinear coupling in the superpotential
For instruction, we once write out the explicit sum over all indices and once use the Dot[] operator. In many cases, the latter one will be the faster way to do it. The same holds for functions like TensorContract[].
For the next examples E6Tenors.m must be located in the same directory. We first test the tensors for the higher dimensional representations 351 and 351 ′ , i.e. their defining properties
and
The normalisation of the kinetic terms gives the wanted result. The couplings to matter fields can be described by W =S µν ψ µ ψ ν and W =Ā µν ψ µ ψ ν . Now, we can read off the fields that couple to down quarks. Since A µν is anti-symmetric, it does not couple fields of the same representation (e.g. the same flavour) to each other. For a more advanced example, we discuss possible vacuum expectation values (VEVs) for 351 ′ (S µν ) and 351 (A µν ). Since they are contained in the tensor product 27 ⊗ 27, we can write an infinitesimal E 6 transformation as
α k is a set of parameters. For a VEV s µν = S µν that transforms trivially under a set of generators { k T }, the last term in (60) must vanish. Using the permutation symmetry of S µν , this can be written as a matrix equation
A µν is antisymmetric, therefore the condition reads
The conditions are implemented in example.nb. As set of generators we use the gluons and
This ensures that the vacuum does not carry electric charge or colour. We then calculate the resulting mass terms that are generated by this VEV.
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A Renormalisable Potentials
For completeness, we write down all possible renormalisable and gauge invariant terms that may occur in superpotentials and Lagrangians. They can also be found in [2] . 
Mass Terms
klmn φ k φ l φ m φ n 27 · 27 · 78 2 :ψ µ ψ µ φ k φ k 
